
Asymmetries in Russian Predicate Clefts 

 

VP-topicalization, or Predicate Cleft (PC) in simple clauses in Russian, involves V-

doubling: A lower V-copy is pronounced in its base position and a higher copy, realized 

as an infinitive, is pronounced in the left periphery (1). This pattern places Russian in 

the same class as Hebrew, Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese (see Abels 2001, Landau 

2006, Vicente 2007).  

 Russian, however, differs from Hebrew and Spanish when it comes to PC out of 

infinitives. As shown in (2), PC of an infinitival verb cannot strand a V-copy; instead, a 

gap is obligatory. Compare Hebrew (3), where a V-copy is optional.  

 I argue that the lack of V-doubling in (2a,b) and in (2c) is to be ultimately 

explained within the PF approach to chain resolution (Landau 2006), although the path 

to this explanation is different in the two cases. Under the PF approach, the decision 

which and how many chain copies to pronounce takes place at PF and reflects morpho-

phonological requirements. In simple PC, the higher V-copy must be visible at PF 

because it appears in an EPP position, associated with the Topic projection. The lower 

V-copy, in turn, is required to support the morphology of T, which would otherwise be 

illicitly stranded. 

 In a monoclausal structures, the inflectional features of T are expressed on the 

highest verbal element. This may be the only available verb (1), the auxiliary (2a) or a 

restructuring verb (2b) taking a VP/vP complement (for compelling arguments that 

restructuring constructions are monoclausal, see Wurmbrand 2003). The lower V-copy 

of the infinitive in (2a,b) is not needed at PF (T’s features being expressed on the higher 

verb), hence by economy, it must not be pronounced. 

 Turning to (2c), a puzzle emerges. Nonfinite T is associated with its own 

characteristic morphology. The PF approach predicts that a lower V-copy would be 

necessary to support it in PC. In fact, though, it is excluded. The puzzle is deepened in 

light of the fact that a lower V-copy is possible in analogous Hebrew sentences, though 

not obligatory (3).  

 Assume that control complements (to verbs like promise etc.) are CPs. Then PC 

may target either the embedded VP or the embedded CP. The former option indeed 

strands a nonfinite T that must be provided with a host – a doubled V-copy. The latter 

option, however, results in the entire lower CP copy being deleted (= a “CP trace”). 

Since the lower nonfinite T is deleted with the entire CP, it does not impose any PF 

requirement; rather, this requirement is imposed in the derived (topic) position. PC of  

control complements is thus expected to allow either a V-copy or a gap, and Hebrew 

indeed instantiates both options (3). The question is why VP-fronting out of control 

complements, which would leave a V-copy, is impossible in Russian. 

 The answer is that Russian, in general, has no long-distance predicate 

movement. This is true of long VP-fronting out of finite complements (4a), and long 

AP-fronting, whether the AP is a primary or a secondary predicate (4b,c). On the 

assumption that control complements are CPs too, this leaves CP-fronting as the only 

potential source of (2c), hence the necessary gap in the low position.  

 As a final piece of evidence for this contrast between Hebrew and Russian, 

consider (5a-b). (5a) shows that CP-internal material cannot be stranded in PC of 

infinitival verbs in Russian, whether or not a low V-copy is retained. Hebrew allows 

this option, but only on the VP-fronting derivation – hence the obligatory V-copy in 

(5b). Note that whenever VP-fronting is possible in Russian (e.g., in simple clauses), 

adverb stranding is too, see (1).  



 In sum, the PF approach to chain resolution, combined with independent 

properties of Russian syntax, fully predict the range of options for PC in the language. 

 

Data 

 

(1)  Pisat'     (-to)  on   *(pišet),  no    ne      regul'arno. 

  write.Inf. part. he      writes   but   Neg.  regularly 

  ‘As for writing, he writes, but not regularly.’ 

 

(2) a. Pisat'  (-to)  on budet  (*pisat'), no vr'ad-li  zakončit   rabotu vo-vrem'a. 

            write.Inf. part. he will     write    but hardly finish.3Sg.Fut.work on time 

 ‘As for writing, he will write, but he will hardly finish (his) work on time.’ 

 

 b. Pisat'        rabotu  ja   uže         načala   (*pisat'). 

 write.Inf.  work    I     already  started   write.Inf. 

 ‘I already started writing (my) work.’  

 

 c. Priti        domoj vo-vremja  Andrej    ej    obeščal    (*priti),      no… 

  come.Inf.  home   on time     Andrey  her  promised   come.Inf.  but 

  ‘As for coming home on time, Andrey promised her to come, but…’ 

 

(3)  [ le'hagia ], Ron   hivtiax/ hitxayev (le'hagia). 

arrive.Inf.   Ron   promised/pledged arrive.Inf. 

‘As for arriving, Gil promised/pledged to arrive.’  

 

(4) a.    * Pročitat' (-to),   Marija  dumala/skazala,  čto  ty    ee  pročital. 

  read.Inf.  part.    Maria   thought said        that you  it   read.Past 

  ‘As for reading, Maria  thought/said that you read it.’ 

 

 b.    * Bol'nai,   Andrej             skazal  [čto   Marija           byla ti ]. 

  ill.Nom.  Andrey.Nom.  said       that  Maria.Nom.  was 

  ‘As for being ill, Andrey said that Maria was ill.’  

 

 c.    * Pjanyji,         žena           skazala [čto   on            vernulsja  domoj ti]. 

  drunk.Nom.  wife.Nom. said       that   he.Nom.  returned   home 

  ‘The wife said that he returned home drunk.’ 

 

(5) a.    * Pročest'        včera        Andrej   ob'azalsja ee bystro    (pročest'). 

    read.Inf.Perf. yesterday Andrey  pledged    it   quickly  read.Inf.Perf.         

    ‘As for reading, yesterday Andrey pledged to read it quickly.’ 

 

 b. le'hagia,   Ron  etmol'        hitxajev *(le'hagia)  maher/maxar. 

   arrive.Inf. Ron  yesterday   pledged    arrive.Inf. quickly/tomorrow 

  ‘As for arriving, yesterday Ron pledged to arrive quickly/tomorrow.’ 
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